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National recognition for 
young manager

Export boost as Northern Ireland 
is given ‘negligible risk’ from BSE

Foyle Hilton gears up for 
electric vehicles after UK 
government announcement
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New Foyle Food Group 
newsletter launched

Effective communications with 
employees are a challenge for 
all companies, and as the Foyle 
Food Group family continues 
to grow, it’s something the firm 
has given a lot of thought to in 
recent months.

While digital communications 
continue to dominate the workplace, 
research shows that good old 
fashioned paper has a unique power 
to capture the imagination and so 
when it came to the development of 
a new staff newsletter, the company 
made the decision to turn back the 
clocks and produce it in traditional 
printed media – and Foyle Together 
was born.

Joanne Wilson, Foyle’s 
Communications and Marketing 
Executive, explained: “Foyle is a large 
organization employing more than 
1000 people across nine sites so we 

“...we want people to 
take ownership of 

Foyle Together and 
get involved with 

submitting ideas and 
suggestions for future 

editions, to make 
it both informative 
and engaging for 

everyone”

Joanne Wilson

Communications and 
Marketing Executive

felt it was vital that the company 
should develop a group newsletter 
to help keep the workforce abreast 
of company and industry news, as 
well as to celebrate the interests and 
achievements, whether personal 
or professional, of Foyle’s valued 
employees.

“After some research we decided 
on a traditional printed newsletter in 
hopes of engaging on a ‘real world’ 
level with staff – we want people to 
take ownership of Foyle Together 
and get involved with submitting 
ideas and suggestions for future 
editions, to make it both informative 
and engaging for everyone.”

The newsletter will be published on 
a quarterly basis and distributed 
across all Foyle sites. To submit a 
suggested article, photograph or 
item of interest for a future issue of 
Foyle Together, email : 
JoanneW@foylefoodgroup.com

FoyleTogether
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STAFF

LONG SERVICE AWARDS

Back when Katrina and the Waves won the Eurovision 
Song Contest, Tony Blair became Prime Minister 
and JK Rowling first published ‘Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher’s Stone’, this bunch of Foyle employees 
were wet behind the ears and just embarking on their 
careers in beef - little did they know they would still 
be here two decades later! Congratulations and well 
done to Lee Hagan at Foyle Hilton, and Peter Moore, 
Glen Watson and David Miller from the Foyle Campsie 
site, who are all pictured receiving their long service 
awards. Keep up the good work lads!

WEDDING BELLS!

Huge congratulations to our Foyle Hilton 
Technical Manager – the new Mrs Gillian 
Brady, who tied the knot with the lucky 
Padraig in August, 2017. We wish you both 
every happiness for the future.

RACE FOR LIFE

Congratulations to 2 of 
our Offal Packing Ladies 
in Foyle Melton who 
participated in Cancer 
Research’s ‘Race for life, 
Pretty Muddy’ and have 
raised over £500 to help 
try and beat Cancer! 
We were very proud 
sponsors for these 
ladies on the day and 
want so say a huge 
well done Natalia Los 
& Dorota Marchel!

Quality
Too provide a quality service 

and product.

Respect
To garner respect from 

our customers, competitors and 

employees.

Success
To deliver success for our 

employees, stakeholders and 
customers.

Passion
To nurture passionate people. 

Mission Statement
To develop a business built on PQRS
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“...Northern Ireland 

has had no cases of 

BSE since 2012...”

INDUSTRY NEWS – BSE

NI negligible risk BSE status 
could boost global exports

AN estimated £12 million could be 

injected into the beef supply chain in 

Northern Ireland and Scotland after both 

regions achieved the safest status for 

bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) 

at a meeting of the World Organisation 

for Animal Health in Paris, Autumn 2017.

There have been no cases of BSE in Northern Ireland 

since 2012 – and in Scotland since 2009 – which 

is testament to the hard work and commitment to 

biosecurity shown by stakeholders at every stage of 

beef production and processing.

The newly-awarded Negligible 

Risk Status is huge boost for the 

Northern Irish beef industry and has 

the potential to add millions in value 

to our export business by unlocking 

access to new markets across the 

globe including key targets in China, 

USA, Japan, South Korea and the 

Philippines.

Welcoming the announcement, Chief 

Veterinary Officer Robert Huey said: 

“This is a significant achievement 

that has been many years in the 

making. Northern Ireland has had 

no cases of BSE since 2012 and 

this announcement is testament 

to the tireless efforts of our beef 

producers and finishers, our red 

meat businesses, vets, government 

officials and many others who have 

worked together to maintain a 

system of interlocking safeguards 

against BSE that protects our 

public and animal health. The 

move to negligible risk status will 

help improve the global image of 

Northern Ireland as a disease-free 

area and could assist in opening up 

access to new markets across the 

world for our premium exports.” 

Conall Donnelly, CEO of the 

Northern Ireland Meat Exporters 

Association, added: “This is a strong 

endorsement of the health standards 

of the Northern Ireland herd. This 

will pay dividends in terms of our 

international reputation and will 

be a significant factor in helping 

to further develop our access to 

global markets. As an industry we 

will be seeking to work closely 

with government to capitalise on 

Negligible Risk Status and ensure 

the greatest possible benefit.”

What is BSE?

“It’s often 

called 

‘Mad Cow 

Disease’.”

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy is a disease 
that affects the brain and central nervous 
system of adult cattle. The disease is incurable 
and has a long incubation period which means 
it takes up to six years before the common 
symptoms, such as staggering, clumsiness and 
disorientation or aggression, are observed. It’s 
often called ‘Mad Cow Disease’.

Scientists believe that BSE was first spread amongst 
cattle in contaminated feed. In a practice that has 
been banned since the 1990s, cattle feed used to 
contain an industry by-product called MBM (Meat 
and Bone Meal) which could have contained infected 
tissue from other cattle.

BSE is only seen in cattle but it is linked to a new 
strain of Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease, a rare and 
incurable form of dementia known as Variant CJD. 
Researchers concluded that the most likely origin of 
this new disease, which was first discovered in 1996, 
was human exposure to the BSE agent caused by 
eating infected meat.

Since the BSE crisis, wholesale changes throughout 
the beef industry have been introduced across 
Europe to eliminate the disease from the food chain.

“As an industry we will 
be seeking to work 

closely with government 
to capitalise on 

Negligible Risk Status 
and ensure the greatest 

possible benefit.”

Conall Donnelly 
CEO, NI Meat Exporters
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REBRAND
With this in mind, Hamill Bosket 
carried out an extensive process of 
consultation with key stakeholder 
groups within the company. This 
process yielded some interesting 
findings with regards to the overall 
perception of Foyle’s current 
brand, chiefly a lack of confidence 
in the brand and the belief that 
more should be done to convey the 
scale and security of Foyle’s 
operations within the beef industry, 
as well as the company’s focus on 
pursuing innovative methods while 
providing high quality, traditional 
customer service.

Key to the success of the rebrand 
has been the streamlining of the 
company’s website in keeping with 
Foyle’s own ethos of lean processes 
and continuous improvement. The 
new site will offer a much more 
user-friendly experience with a bold 
representation of Foyle’s identity 
and brand offering created using 
eye-catching new imagery, succinct 
key messages and most importantly 
the use of the updated logo.

The new branding will be officially 
unveiled by Commercial Director 
Paul Armstrong in April and it’s 
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We recently invested £10 million into our new factory, 
‘Foyle Ingredients’ which is based at our Omagh site. Foyle 
Ingredients has the capacity to produce over 400MT per 
week with our new retail lines (IQF Burger line – starting 
May 2018, retail pack mince and dice line, burger / meat 
ball line and skin pack steak line) and currently supplies 
many of the leading retailers with our highest quality beef. 
It further more offers a range of packaging options to suit 
the needs of all retail outlets big or small.

The new factory currently employs 63 staff which is 
expected to rise over the next few months and brings the 
total staff count of the Foyle Food Group to over 1250.

Foyle Ingredients

What makes us a ‘Good Choice’?

expected that it will be rolled out 
online and in all Foyle marketing 
collateral shortly thereafter. 
Paul said: “The company would 
like to extend its thanks to the 
team at Hamill Bosket for their 
commitment to engaging fully with 
all stakeholders at Foyle in bringing 
this ambitious project to fruition. 
We’re delighted with the outcome 
and look forward unveiling a bolder, 
brighter and more user-friendly 
image for our customers when the 

brand refresh is launched.

Moving Foyle 
forward with 
a new brand
A fresh new look is in the pipeline for Foyle 
and anticipation is building ahead of the 
official launch of the company’s updated 
branding and new website, which is set to 
take place early Spring 2018.

The launch represents the beginning of a new chapter for 
Foyle as the company strives to cement its position as a 
market leader and innovator within the beef industry.

Whilst the current Foyle branding is intrinsically linked 
to the corporate identity, it was felt that a brand 
refresh was needed to simplify and embolden the 
logo and overall company branding in response to an 
increasingly fast-paced and competitive marketplace.

Following a tender process, Hamill Bosket in Belfast 
were awarded the contract for a complete review and 
rebranding exercise.

In today’s market, branding is about much more than 
creating a pleasing aesthetic; as well as presenting a 
clear, accurate and favorable image of the company 
in customer-facing interactions, it also informs 
every aspect of how a company conducts itself on a 
day-to-day basis. The development of a new brand 
identity for Foyle was not just about making sure 
the company image is not ‘dated’, but also about 
underpinning positive attitudes within the company, 
and driving continued growth.
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COMPANY NEWS FOYLE SITE REPORT

FOYLE SITE REPORT

Congratulations to Foyle’s 
Group Planning Manager 
Christopher Snow who recently 
travelled to Birmingham for 
the Meat Management ‘Young 
Manager of the Year’ Awards 
after he was shortlisted as one 
of only four UK finalists.

Chris was chosen by a panel of industry 

experts chaired by Graham Yarndell, 

publisher of Meat Management magazine, 

and including Keith Fisher, chief executive 

of the Institute of Meat. The panel was 

asked to identify young managers aged 

35 and under who had made exceptional 

progress as a young meat manager in the 

fast moving industry.

This was a significant achievement for Chris 

and testament to his dedication and hard 

work. Since starting work with Foyle in 

the boning hall, he has showed incredible 

passion and commitment which has 

resulted in enormous professional growth 

and seen him rise through the ranks to 

management level. 

Although he didn’t win on the day, Chris 

received a certificate in recognition of 

his progress in the competition and 

everyone at Foyle is extremely proud of his 

achievement on this huge platform.

Last summer, the UK government announced it is to halt 
production of all new petrol and diesel cars as well as 
hybrid vehicles by 2040, amid fears that rising levels of 
nitrogen oxide in the air pose a risk to human health.

The good news is that Foyle’s Hilton factory is already one step ahead 
of the eco pack, having recently installed an on-site charging point for 
electric vehicles. It’s hoped that having the charging point available will 
encourage members of staff to consider electric when they next upgrade 
their vehicle.  It’s likely that other sites will also have charging points in 
the near future.

An opportunity to showcase the high standards Foyle insists 
upon from farm to fork arose late autumn last year when a 
number of Chinese inspectors visited Ireland to continue the 
approval process for securing export licences. 

Markets in the Far east represent a significant opportunity for Foyle; and 
staff were delighted when Foyle Donegal was chosen as one of only a 
few sites in Ireland to be inspected as part of this visit. 

The visitors, who are employed by the Chinese State Administration 
of Quality Supervision, Inspection and Quarantine (AQSIQ) were keen 
to find out more about the strict quality and processing standards in 
place at Foyle and their visit ended on a high note with the Donegal 
Site being approved for Trade. The Chinese inspectors are pictured with 
representatives of Department of Agriculture, Food & the Marine, as well 

as Foyle representatives.

Foyle Hilton gears up
 for electric vehicles

Foyle Donegal 
secures Chinese 
seal of approval

National recognition 
 for young manager

STAFF PROFILE

Nick Smith 
General Manager, Gloucester

Close
 to the 
bone

Describe yourself in 3 words:

Learning about Beef.

Give us a brief background of yourself: 

I have been at Foyle Gloucester since 

February last year. I have always worked 

in the food industry, although I studied 

Countryside management and thought 

I would work in Agriculture or Forestry. 

I have worked with Poultry and Pork in 

primary processing, retail packing and 

high-care meat facilities in a variety of 

roles. I love the range of opportunities 

and vocations in our industry.

What is the best thing about Foyle?

Opportunity. I am really enjoying 

being part of a relatively new team 

in Gloucester and helping shape and 

develop the site and team here. We are 

making great progress and our skill set 

and outcomes are improving all the 

time. I think the pace of change and 

opportunities to grow the site are 

really exiting.

I also love working on my doorstep after 

years of travelling!

When you are not at work, what do you 
get up to? 

I am married with three great children 

aged 18, 13 and 10. We used to have 

hobbies, now we drive them to theirs. 

I do try to make time for cycling and 

catching as many Gloucester RFC home 

games as I can.

What is your favourite food?

KFC, or dinner with the Colonel as it’s 

known in my house.

Piece of advice for fellow employees?

Never undervalue the power of 

communication. If you have a question 

or concern share it.

Well done to all Foyle employees who recently 
completed their Green Belt training as part of the 
company’s commitment to continuous improvement 
and lean management strategies. 

Using an analogy borrowed from the world of martial arts, the ‘belt’ 

system promotes personal and professional development through 

training while streamlining the customer experience and making all of 

Foyle’s operations more efficient. By the end of 2017 Foyle had more 

than 40 employees trained in green belt, 20 in yellow belt and three in 

black belt.

Staff complete Green 
Belt training

FOYLE SPOTLIGHT

FOYLE SPOTLIGHT

Huge congratulations to our Continuous 
Improvement Manager Heather Mackey 
who graduated in January with a 
1st Class Honours in her Black Belt 
Lean Management Diploma from the 
University of Limerick. 

We are very proud of Heather and indeed all our staff members 
who work hard to make the company what it is today. We believe 
that the road to success is to invest in our people to help them 
reach their full potential.

First Class Honours 
Diploma for Heather


